Title: Electric Lineman Helper

The purpose of this position is to accurately read meters and record consumption. This is accomplished by visiting various sites, reading meters and recording usage, and assisting linemen with maintenance and repair of lines. Other duties include stocking supplies in trucks and the shop, operating heavy equipment, and responding to outages and other emergencies as needed. Reliable and regular attendance is a necessary component of job/position.

Assists with installations and repairs by using digger trucks and trenchers to dig holes; install pipe; setting poles; using pole and bucket trucks to set transformers; trimming trees near lines; fixing overhead and underground primary cables; preparing and splicing lines; locating primary and secondary cable faults using proper equipment; testing faulty lines and transformers; using troubleshooting techniques to resolve the problem; and changing out light fixtures as needed.

Valid Texas Commercial Driver’s License or able to obtain within six months of employment.

Work requires knowledge necessary to understand basic operational, technical, or office processes. Minimum Level of knowledge shall be four years of high school with diploma or equivalent.

REPORTS TO:
Electric Superintendent

SUPERVISES:
None